Huawei is partnering with the Federal Ministry of Information Technology and Communication to launch the "Baytee Programme" app, which provides information of education, healthcare, legal issues and economic empowerment to women in Pakistan.

First App for uplift of women launched | Associated Press Of Pakistan

KARACHI. Feb 17 (APP): Federal Ministry of Information Technology and Communication with Chinese mobile company Huawei on Monday ...

What we need for a safe cyberspace is a transparency initiative. @Andy_Purdy explains 3 reasons why working w/ Huawei & other telecoms providers to evaluate & update systems will be key to better competition, safer products & an improved global community. tinyurl.com/whgyep

Hmmm... can't seem to find our invite? As the leader in #5G with more than 91 commercial contracts globally, Huawei should be a part of this conversation. #FactsMatter

@SenateCommerce @commercedems hearing on 5G Supply Chain & Wireless Technologies – LIVE online here: cspan.cpm/3umCm8
Meet Raman Ramashka, who played a role in launching 5G in his home country of Poland. WeAreHuawei

Every man has a story. But how many men are fine with letting their wives tell stories about them? Rama... youtube.com

Today @SenateCommerce @commercedems is holding hearing on 5G Supply Chain & Wireless Technologies without the global leader Huawei. Meanwhile carriers like @htcBroadband face real challenges in providing broadband to their rural customers FactsMatter ConnectNotDivide

As a rural ISP we provide high speed Internet to areas that most providers do not want to serve. Congress' proposal to rip and replace Huawei equipment in rural towns presents many challenges for our Company and our customers.

Make your workflow seamless with multi-screen collaboration.

Enable NFC and use Multi-screen Collaboration
Andy Purdy @andy_purdy - Mar 4
Listen to experts the about path forward for technology innovation and how to address real cyber security risk. @Huawei @HuaweiFacts
@connectnotdivide

Andy Purdy @andy_purdy - Mar 4
Is ORAN the answer? "Fully compliant O-RAN products are few and immature." Nokia Americas CTO Mike Murphy told Senate Commerce Committee today: “Putting that burden on rural carriers, is perhaps unreasonable and a technology neutral approach might be more appropriate.”

HuaweiUSA ©HuaweiUSA Mar 4
Learn how global AI value chains are rewiring the global economy.

GCI 2019: Rewiring Economic Development with Global AI Value Chains
Global business ecosystems are shaping up based on AI-powered Intelligent Connectivity. Huawei’s Global Connectivity Index gives an...
blog.huawei.com

HuaweiUSA ©HuaweiUSA Mar 4
According to @DigitalTrends, MatePadPro5G is a “smart looking, capable, fast tablet.” Read on for more about this.

Huawei MatePad Pro 5G Hands-on Review: Phone Tech in Tablet | Digits...
Huawei's new MatePad Pro 5G fits the tech we love from the best modern phones inside a sleek tablet, including some world-firsts like...
digitaltrends.com
See how Huawei's TrackAI is saving children from eye diseases with early detection and intervention. tinyurl.com/... HuaweiUSA

Huawei believes 5G supply chain security should be discussed openly. Today's SenateCommerce hearing (without Huawei) offered very little discussion of concrete & critical steps to ensure the security assurance of U.S. networks. Statement FactsMatter

Huawei Media Statement on March 4 5G Hearing

Collaboration is a critical element of successful invention and innovation. @DortchonIT discusses Huawei's successful collaborations and why we need to ConnectNotDivide with @InsideSourcesDC

Sounds about right...

5G players dance for US government's anti-Huawei money dlvr.it/RRFrhh

Curbing Collaboration inhibits innovation and inclusion - InsideSources: Engineers, programmers, researchers and scientists often joke among themselves that they never lie, cheat or steal. Instead, they say they...
Huawei USA @HuaweiUSA 23h
Huawei’s @Andy_Purdy will be sitting down with @TheEconomist to discuss the business case for open relations between the U.S. and China. #Econinnov

Huawei USA @HuaweiUSA Mar 5
Join us at our first @SXSW! @JoyTan and @RainforestCris’s Tophar White will be breaking boundaries and discussing the truly unexpected ways #AI can help make a difference on #climatechange on March 20.

Huawei USA @HuaweiUSA 22h
Looking forward to Huawei USA CSO @andy_purdy taking stage later today! #5G #innovation #CyberSecurity

The Economist Events @EconomistEvents Mar 5
We’re excited to kick off our annual #innovation summit today in #chicago! Looking forward to hearing our special panels and guest speakers throughout the day. #Econinnov
Huawei USA
March 4 at 9:42 AM

Austin - get ready! Huawei is taking on #SXSW for the very first time! Join #JoyTan and Rainforest Connection’s Topher White on March 20 as they illuminate how #AI can be used to save the rainforests!
https://tinyurl.com/uheb9vu

SAVING THE RAINFORESTS WITH ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
SXSW Conference | March 20 at 11 a.m. CT
Hilton Austin Downtown, Salon A

Joy Tan
SVP, Public Affairs, Huawei Technologies USA

Topher White
CEO/Founder, Rainforest Connection

For innovators and developers, collaboration is second nature. Michael Dortch is on Inside Sources explaining why curtailing Huawei’s investment in research and development in the States flies in the face of trends that have driven invention for hundreds of years. Get the story on why need to #ConnectNotDivide here, https://tinyurl.com/vxzbah6

Curbing Collaboration Inhibits Innovation and Inclusion – InsideSources

INSIDESOURCES.COM
Huawei USA

Yesterday at 9:46 AM

Huawei is partnering with the Federal Ministry of Information Technology and Communication to launch the "Baytee Programme" app. Together, we're spreading information about education, healthcare, legal issues and economic empowerment to women in Pakistan. #TECH4ALL

APP.COM.PK

First App for uplift of women launched | Associated Press Of Pakistan

Huawei USA

Yesterday at 12:10 PM

Today, one-third of the world's population relies on connections that are enabled and supported by Huawei solutions, including Americans in rural Pennsylvania. Carriers like LHTC Broadband face real challenges servicing their rural customers if they are forced to rip and replace the telecom equipment they have in place. Inconvenient, disruptive, time consuming and costly, this ruling doesn't seem to have any benefit to the American's it will effect. #FactsMatter #ConnectNotDivide https://tinyurl.com/w8hcjih
Huawei USA CSO #AndyPurdy is at The Economist's Innovation Summit today. He'll be speaking about the business case for open relations between the U.S. and China. #EconInnov https://tinyurl.com/tblz59f

#AndyPurdy is calling on cybersecurity experts to come visit and evaluate telecommunication providers and develop universal security standards and provide next steps for better resiliency. As 5G rolls out around the world, encouraging safe competition will benefit providers and individuals around the world, but particularly in the U.S. #FactsMatter https://tinyurl.com/wlhgyep